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The proton-capture reaction 26Si(p,γ )27P was studied via Coulomb dissociation (CD) of 27P at an incident
energy of about 500 MeV/u. The three lowest-lying resonances in 27P have been populated and their resonance
strengths have been measured. In addition, a nonresonant direct-capture component was clearly identified and its
astrophysical S factor measured. The experimental results are compared to Monte Carlo simulations of the CD
process using a semiclassical model. Our thermonuclear reaction rates show good agreement with the rates from
a recent compilation. With respect to the nuclear structure of 27P we have found evidence for a negative-parity
intruder state at 2.88-MeV excitation energy.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.93.045811
I. INTRODUCTION
The observation of a 1.8-MeV γ transition in the galactic
plane of the Milky Way by satellite-borne spectrometers
like COMPTEL/CGRO [1] or SPI/INTEGRAL [2] was a
breakthrough in the study of stellar nucleosynthesis. The
observation of this transition, originating from the decay of
the 26Al isomeric 5+ state (with a half-life of 0.72 My) to the
first 2+ state in 26Mg, proves that nucleosynthesis of 26Al
is an ongoing process in our galaxy. The nuclear-reaction
network around 26Al can be viewed, e.g., in Fig. 3.1 of
Ref. [3]. This network involves the very proton-rich nucleus
26Si. In principle, the β decay of 26Si does not give rise to
the 1.8-MeV γ ray because it feeds the 26Al isomeric 0+ state
which in turn decays quickly (T1/2 = 6.3 s) to the 0+ ground
*j.marganiec@gsi.de
state of 26Mg. If, however, under sufficiently hot conditions,
the isomeric 26Al 0+ state is in thermal equilibrium with the
26Al 5+ ground state, the amount of 26Si produced in a stellar
environment could play a role. For detailed reaction-network
calculations, e.g., in nova or x-ray burst environments, it is
therefore important to reliably calculate the destruction (via β
decay or the (p,γ ) reaction) of 26Si in those environments. For
this purpose, the reaction rate of the proton-capture reaction
26Si(p,γ )27P must be known.
Under nova conditions, the reaction flow through
26Si(p,γ )27P was investigated by Caggiano et al. [4] in their
pioneering paper where the energies of the two lowest-lying
resonances in 27P were measured for the first time. They had,
however, to rely on shell-model calculations to derive the
resonance strengths of both of these resonances. The same
holds for the most recent comprehensive rate evaluation by
Iliadis et al. [5], which is the currently suggested rate in the
REACLIB [6] and STARLIB [7] compilations. Both the direct-
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capture S factor and the resonance strengths are either based
on shell-model calculations or on mirror-level properties.
An experimental approach to measure the resonance
strength is the time-reversed process, Coulomb dissociation
(CD). By applying the concept of detailed balance, the CD
cross section can be converted to a radiative-capture cross
section and subsequently to a resonance strength. For the
case of 27P, a CD experiment was performed, at an incident
energy of 54.2 A MeV, at the RIKEN laboratory by shooting
a low-intensity radioactive 27P beam onto a lead target [8]. In
addition to the two lowest-lying resonances found by Caggiano
et al. [4], two higher-lying resonances were found. Resonance
strengths for the two 5/2+ levels at 1.67- and 2.23-MeV
excitation energy could be measured. The resonance strength
for the lowest 3/2+ state at 1.18 MeV (reached predominantly
by M1 multipolarity in CD) could not be measured and had
to be calculated relying on the M1/E2 mixing ratio of the
corresponding γ transition in the mirror nucleus 27Mg.
The present paper follows the approach of Togano et al. [8],
but studies the CD of 27P at the considerably higher incident
energy of 500 A MeV. This allows higher luminosities through
the use of thicker Pb breakup targets and a larger acceptance
of the reaction products from stronger forward focusing of
the fragment velocity vectors. Because we cannot distinguish
experimentally between Coulomb and nuclear interactions of
27P with the Pb target, we have used a low-Z 12C target to
quantify the nuclear interactions and, after a suitable scaling,
subtract those solely nuclear-induced spectra from the total
ones. This subtraction could not be performed in the work of
Togano et al. [8]. Our higher incident energy causes also a
harder spectrum of virtual photons inducing the CD process.
This should allow one to detect a more pronounced direct-
capture component which strongly increases with excitation
energy.
We start this article in Sec. II by discussing what is known
at present about the nuclear structure of 27P and how this
can be modeled theoretically with a simple potential model.
This is followed by a semiclassical description of the CD
process. In Sec. III we describe the experimental setup used to
detect the breakup particles and coincident γ rays in complete
kinematics.
Section IV is devoted to a comprehensive description of
the data analysis and the experimental results. A discussion of
our results is given in Sec. V, and is followed by a detailed
extraction of the astrophysical reaction rate and a comparison
to previously derived rates in the final Sec. VI.
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A. Nuclear structure of 27P
Despite the fact that the nucleus 27P is located only one
neutron away from the proton-drip line, some features of its
low-lying level structure are known (Fig. 1). Its ground-state
mass excess and the location of the first two resonances above
the one-proton separation energy of 870(26) keV [9] have
been found by Caggiano et al. using the 28Si(7Li ,8He)27P
reaction [4]. Resonances at 1199(19) keV (3/2+) and 1615(21)
keV (5/2+) excitation energy were identified; spin-parity
assignments were derived from known states in the mirror
nucleus 27Mg [10]. Later, Gade et al. [11] confirmed the
existence of the 3/2+ resonance, located at 1120(8) keV,
using proton knockout from a 28Si beam. This experiment
provided also a spectroscopic factor for the d3/2 shell-model
configuration of this resonance.
The CD experiment by Togano et al. [8] found levels
at 1176(32) and 1666(42) keV, thus confirming the prior
results; in addition, another resonance at 2230(100)-keV and
a tentative one at 3060(90)-keV excitation energy were identi-
fied. From both, shell-model and mirror-nucleus systematics,
the 2.23-MeV level can be identified with the second 5/2+
resonance.
Several resonances above 2.8-MeV excitation energy were
identified in a 26Si+p elastic-scattering experiment [12]. By
applying an R-matrix analysis, Jung et al. could derive spin-
parity assignments of several levels between 2.88- and 3.60-
MeV excitation energy. These levels are interesting from a
nuclear-structure point of view, but are too far away from the
proton binding energy to be relevant in astrophysical scenarios.
B. Potential-model description of 27P
To calculate the cross section of the radiative proton capture
on 26Si and that of the Coulomb dissociation of 27P we
developed a simple two-particle potential model that can
describe the main features relevant for the two types of
reactions. An approach with a valence proton + 26Si core
picture is sufficient because the proton separation energy Sp
of the 27P ground state is small and the excited states in
the continuum are usually well described as single-particle
resonances. All reaction calculations are performed with the
help of the program CDXS+ [13].
Because the 1/2+ ground state of the nucleus 27P is
deformed, the orbital angular momentum  is not a good
quantum number of the wave function for the relative motion
between the proton and the core. From a Skyrme-Hartree Fock
(SHF) calculation, which was designed for the description of
mirror nucleus
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FIG. 1. Levels in 27P from the present and other experi-
ments [4,8,11,12] in comparison with those of the mirror nucleus
27Mg [10]. The proton-separation energy Sp was taken from Ref. [9].
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TABLE I. Parameters for the scattering states in the single-
particle model and multipolarities for the excitation from the 27P
ground state. See text for notation.
J π Er (MeV ) λ j J πcc V J
π Jc
j
(MeV)
1
2
+ − M1, E2 s1/2 0+ 46.48040
d3/2 2+ 45.875047
d5/2 2+ 45.875047
1
2
− − E1 p1/2 0+ 75.86
p3/2 0+ 75.86
p3/2 2+ 75.86
f5/2 2+ 75.86
3
2
+
1 0.267 M1, E2 d3/2 0
+ 43.760952
s1/2 2+ 43.834218
d3/2 2+ 43.760952
d5/2 2+ 43.760952
3
2
+
2 2.012 M1, E2 d3/2 0
+ 40.21013
s1/2 2+ 38.23463
d3/2 2+ 40.21013
d5/2 2+ 40.21013
3
2
+ − E2 g7/2 2+ 75.86
3
2
− − E1 p1/2 2+ 75.86
p3/2 2+ 75.86
f5/2 2+ 75.86
3
2
− 2.012 E1 f7/2 2+ 63.77176
5
2
+
1 0.722 E2 d5/2 0
+ 42.8801747
s1/2 2+ 42.641388
d3/2 2+ 42.8801747
d5/2 2+ 42.8801747
5
2
+
2 1.060 E2 d5/2 0
+ 42.208818
s1/2 2+ 41.654775
d3/2 2+ 42.208818
d5/2 2+ 42.208818
5
2
+
3 2.012 E2 d5/2 0
+ 40.21013
s1/2 2+ 38.23463
d3/2 2+ 40.21013
d5/2 2+ 40.21013
5
2
+ − E2 g7/2 2+ 75.86
g9/2 2+ 75.86
deformed axially symmetric nuclei [14], using the SKX inter-
action [15], it is found that 27P is prolate with a deformation
parameter of β2 = 0.247. The major components of the wave
function are s-wave and d-wave proton single-particle states
that can couple to Jπcc = 0+ and 2+ core states to reproduce
the ground-state spin and parity of 27P. Thus the ground-state
wave function is written in a jj coupling scheme as
|gs(27P)〉 = As1/2 |
[
φs1/2 (p) ⊗ 
0+ (26Si)
]
Jπ= 12
+〉
+Ad3/2 |
[
φd3/2 (p) ⊗ 
2+(26Si)
]
Jπ= 12
+〉
+Ad5/2 |
[
φd5/2 (p) ⊗ 
2+(26Si)
]
Jπ= 12
+〉, (1)
with amplitudes As1/2 = 0.82037,Ad3/2 = 0.45166, and
Ad5/2 = 0.35071 obtained from the SHF model. Sj = |Aj |2
represent the corresponding spectroscopic factors of the
three configurations. Instead of using the original SHF
single-particle wave functions φlj (p) in the subsequent
calculations, we take them as solutions (with the appropriate
number of nodes) of a Schro¨dinger equation containing a
central potential of the Woods-Saxon form with radius
parameter r0 = 1.25 fm and diffuseness parameter
a = 0.65 fm. The depths V of the central potentials
are adjusted to reproduce the correct breakup threshold
energy Ethr = 0.87 MeV. We find Vs = 46.48040 MeV and
Vd = 45.875047 MeV for the  = 0 and  = 2 partial waves,
respectively. The many-body wave functions 
0+ (26Si) and

2+ (26Si) are assumed as inert states of the core nucleus. Note
that these two states do not correspond to the ground and first
excited state of 26Si but represent the deformed ground state
of the core.
The Coulomb dissociation of 27P proceeds predominantly
through λ = E1,M1, and E2 transitions from the initial
state (1) to p+26Si scattering states in the continuum. The
selection rules for these transitions determine the spins and
parities of the relevant final states. They are Jπ = 1/2−,
3/2− for E1 excitations, 1/2+,3/2+ for M1 excitations, and
3/2+,5/2+ for E2 excitations. Thus only a limited number of
resonances can be reached. For example, a breakup through
channels with Jπ = 7/2+ is not expected to occur in Coulomb
dissociation. In analogy to Eq. (1), the final state wave
functions are written as∣∣Jπsc (27P)〉
=
∑
j ,Jc
B
JπJc
j
∣∣[ψJπJcj (p) ⊗ 
Jπcc (26Si)]Jπ 〉, (2)
with proton single-particle scattering wave functions ψJ
πJc
j
that are obtained from solving the Schro¨dinger equation of
the p-core relative motion for energies E in the continuum
with Woods-Saxon-type central potentials of the same shape
as for the ground-state wave function. The depths V J
πJc
j
in the channels with resonances are adjusted to reproduce
the corresponding excitation energies Eexc = Er + Ethr. The
resonance energies Er were taken from the analysis of the
present breakup experiment; see below. The actual values of
the resonance energies and potential depths are given in Table I.
In the case of the resonance at Er = 2.012 MeV, three different
possibilities for the total angular momentum and parity were
considered: (a) a second 3/2+ state, (b) a third 5/2+ state, and
(c) a 3/2− intruder state with orbital angular momentum  = 3.
In the latter case there is no contribution of channels with a
0+ core state. A 3/2− state can be excited strongly by an E1
transition from the 27P ground state but negative-parity states
are not considered in shell-model calculations for sd-shell
nuclei. However, such an intruder state can be expected from
the trend of negative-parity states in the neighboring odd-A
isobar chains. For A = 27 isobars the situation is unclear [10],
but for A = 25 [16] and A = 29 [17] isobars, a shift of
negative-parity states to lower excitation energies as compared
to positive-parity states is observed when the nuclei become
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TABLE II. Resonance parameters of 27P in the present potential model and other theoretical and experimental work.
J π Reference Er (MeV ) p (eV) Multipolarity λ γ (eV)  (eV) ωγ (eV)
3
2
+
1 This work 0.267 5.229 × 10−4 M1 8.078 × 10−4 1.331 × 10−3 6.349 × 10−4
this work 0.267 5.229 × 10−4 E2 2.060 × 10−5 5.436 × 10−4 3.965 × 10−5
this work 0.267 5.229 × 10−4 M1+E2 9.499 × 10−4 1.473 × 10−3 6.745 × 10−4
[8] 0.315(17) 4.04 × 10−3 M1 1.2 × 10−3 1.8(+1.9/ − 1.1) × 10−3
[8] 0.315(17) 4.04 × 10−3 E2 9.6 × 10−5 6.5(13) × 10−5
[8] 0.315(17) 4.04 × 10−3 M1+E2 1.9(+1.9/ − 1.1) × 10−3
[22] 0.32 1.7 × 10−3 M1+E2 1.36 × 10−3 1.51 × 10−3
[4] 0.340(33) 3.5 × 10−3 M1+E2 3.43 × 10−3 3.5 × 10−3
[5] 0.259(28) 1.8 × 10−4 E2 3.4 × 10−3
5
2
+
1 This work 0.722 2.185 × 10+1 E2 1.168 × 10−4 2.185 × 10+1 3.504 × 10−4
[8] 0.805(32) E2 6.0(11) × 10−4
[22] 0.80 1.361 × 10+1 E2 3.3 × 10−4 9.9 × 10−4
[4] 0.772 7.5 E2 3.30 × 10−4 9.9 × 10−4
[5] 0.772(33) 4.3 E2 3.3 × 10−4
5
2
+
2 This work 1.060 4.229 × 10+2 E2 3.285 × 10−4 4.229 × 10+2 9.854 × 10−4
[8] 1.37(10) E2 1.10(27) × 10−3
[5] 1.09(10) 4.4 E2 6.0 × 10−4
3
2
+
2 This work 2.012 2.110 × 10+4 M1 5.000 × 10−3 2.110 × 10+4 1.000 × 10−2
This work 2.012 2.110 × 10+4 E2 3.015 × 10−3 2.110 × 10+4 6.030 × 10−3
This work 2.012 2.110 × 10+4 M1+E2 8.015 × 10−3 2.110 × 10+4 1.603 × 10−2
5
2
+
3 This work 2.012 2.130 × 10+4 E2 3.055 × 10−3 2.130 × 10+4 9.132 × 10−3
3
2
− This work 2.012 1.603 × 10+3 E1 1.143 × 10−1 1.603 × 10+3 2.286 × 10−1
more proton rich. In addition, the splitting of the f7/2 state in a
spherical nucleus into J = 1/2−,3/2−,5/2−, and 7/2− levels
for a prolate nucleus as predicted by the Nilsson model [18]
suggests a lowering of the 3/2− level.
A different strategy was used to determine the potential
depths in channels without resonance. For the 1/2+ contri-
butions, the values are identical to those in the 27P ground
state. Because there is no information available for other
nonresonant states in the continuum, the depth of the potentials
in these channels with  = 1, = 3, and  = 4 is chosen such
that the continuum contribution to the Coulomb breakup cross
section for energies 3MeV  E  5MeV is reproduced. The
coefficients BJ
πJc
j
introduced in Eq. (2) are set to one as usual
for proper scattering wave functions. Only in the case of the
3/2− intruder state, a value smaller than one was considered
in the analysis of the Coulomb breakup experiment to fit to the
observed strength of the resonance and to compensate for the
deficiencies of the simple model description.
C. Radiative-capture reaction
The matrix elements,
Mλ(Jπ ) =
〈
J
π
sc (27P)
∣∣M(λ)|gs(27P)〉, (3)
for the electromagnetic transitions from the ground state to
the scattering states Jπ in the 27P system are calculated with
the appropriate multipole transition operatorsM(λ). They
contain standard effective charges Z(λ)eff = Zp[mSi/(mSi +
mp)]λ + ZSi[−mp/(mSi + mp)]λ for Eλ transitions. For the
M1 transition, the experimental value of the proton magnetic
dipole moment 2.793μN is used in the calculation. From
the matrix elements (3) the reduced transition probabilities
dB[λ,27P(1/2+) → p + 26Si(Jπ )]/dE, the photoabsorp-
tion cross sections σ (λ)abs (E) and finally, with the help of
the theorem of detailed balance for inverse reactions, the
cross sections for radiative capture σ (λ)cap (E) for energies
E = Eexc − Ethr > 0 are obtained. For narrow resonances,
the radiative-capture cross section can be well described by
a Breit-Wigner parametrization,
σcap(E) = π
k2
ωγ

(E − Er )2 + 2/4 , (4)
with resonance energy Er and total width  = p + γ that is
the sum of the proton width p and the much smaller γ width
γ . The resonance strength,
ωγ = 2J + 1(2Jp + 1)(2JSi + 1)
γp

, (5)
depends on the widths and the total angular momenta of
the resonance J , that of the proton Jp, and that of the
core nucleus JSi. The quantity k =
√
2μpSiE denotes the
relative momentum in the p+26Si system with reduced mass
μpSi = mpmSi/(mp + mSi). The resonance parameters in the
present single-particle model are given in Table II. For the
state at resonance energy Er = 2.012 MeV the results for three
possible choices for the spin and parity are given. Note that
the γ widths γ and proton widths p of the low-energy 3/2+
resonance are of similar magnitude whereas γ  p for all
other states. The E2/M1 ratio for the lowest resonance is
0.0624 in the present potential model. This value is about 30%
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FIG. 2. Multipole contributions to the astrophysical S factor of
the radiative-capture reaction 26Si(p,γ )27P.
larger than the experimental value of 0.0481 ± 0.0240 [19] and
the theoretical value of 0.0458 in a shell-model calculation
of the same transition of the mirror nucleus 27Mg [20]. In
Ref. [21] the smaller value of 0.033 is estimated from a simple
single-particle model.
The radiative capture cross section of the 26Si(p,γ )27P
reaction is easily converted to the astrophysical S factor,
S(E) = Eσcap(E) exp(2πη), (6)
with the Sommerfeld parameter η = ZpZSie2/(v) depending
on the relative velocity v = k/μpSi. In Fig. 2 the dependence
of the E1,E2, and M1 contributions to the S factor on the
energy E is depicted assuming a 3/2− spin and parity of the
fourth resonance with BJ
πJc
j
= 1. The resonances show up as
prominent spikes because of the very small widths. Note that
the peak of the lowest resonance is outside of the figure with
maxima of 6.05 × 1013 and 9.68 × 1014 MeV mb for the E2
and M1 contributions, respectively. The nonresonant direct
capture to the 27P ground state is dominated by E1 transitions
from p waves leading to an almost constant contribution to
the S factor. The zero-energy S factor is given in the potential
model by S(0) = 35.9 keV b. This is similar to the theoretical
result of S(0) = 36.3 keV b in Ref. [22]. In contrast, a much
larger value of 87(11) keV b was obtained in Ref. [21] from the
asymptotic normalization constant (ANC) of 27Mg → 26Mg
+ p assuming charge symmetry of mirror nuclei. Note that
the zero-energy S factor derived in the ANC method usually
assumes plane waves without interactions in the scattering
states.
D. Coulomb dissociation of 27P
The electromagnetic transition matrix elements of the
potential model are used in the calculation of the cross section
of the 208Pb(27P ,26Si p γ )208Pb Coulomb-breakup reaction
with beam energy of 491.3 MeV per nucleon. The differential
breakup cross section,
d3σCD
dP−PbdEp−Sidp−Si
= μ
2
P−Pb
(2π )24
p
f
P−Pb
piP−Pb
μp−Sipp−Si
(2π )3∑
LM
ALMYLM(pˆp−Si), (7)
with reduced masses and relative momenta of the various
particle combinations takes the dependence on the 27P -208Pb
scattering angle and the relative momentum in the p-26Si
system fully into account including interference effects of the
various electromagnetic multipole contributions. The complex
coefficientsALM(P−Pb,Ep−Si) depend on the transition matrix
elements [Eq. (3)] and Coulomb excitation functions that are
calculated in the semiclassical relativistic approximation [23].
After integration over 27P -208Pb scattering angles up to the
grazing angle of ≈1.5◦ and over all p-26Si relative momentum
directions, the energy-dependent (E = Ep−Si) single differen-
tial breakup cross section results in
dσCD
dE
=
∫
dP−Pb
∫
dp−Si
d3σ
dP−PbdEp−Sidp−Si
= 1
Eγ
∑
λ
σλabs (E)n, (8)
with the photoabsorption cross sections σλabs (E) and virtual
photon numbers n. Because the multipoles do not interfere
in Eq. (8), the individual contributions to the cross section
can be depicted separately as shown in Fig. 3. Because of the
abundant number ofE2 virtual photons in Coulomb excitation,
the E1-to-E2 ratio is much smaller than in the S factor. Also,
the M1 breakup contribution is considerably reduced relative
to the E2 component. Thus the Coulomb dissociation will be
mostly sensitive to the E2 transitions and the E1 excitation to
the continuum is expected to show up only at higher excitation
energies in the experiment. The strong suppression of the
breakup cross section at low excitation energies is clearly
visible, it is caused by the strong Coulomb repulsion between
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
-1010
-810
-610
-410
-210
1
210
410
610
Energy [MeV]
/d
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[m
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CD
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FIG. 3. Multipole contributions to the differential cross section
of the breakup reaction 208Pb(27P ,26Si p γ )208Pb at 491.3A MeV
incident beam energy.
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TABLE III. Cross sections for the Coulomb excitation of 27P
at 491.3A MeV populating individual resonances in the present
potential model.
Er (MeV) Eexc (MeV) Transition σCD (mb)
0.267(20) 1.137 12
+
gs
→ 32
+
1 3.76
0.722(56) 1.592 12
+
gs
→ 52
+
1 5.64
1.060(170) 1.930 12
+
gs
→ 52
+
2 6.05
2.012(76) 2.882 12
+
gs
→ 32
+
2 5.19
2.012(76) 2.882 12
+
gs
→ 52
+
3 7.81
2.012(76) 2.882 12
+
gs
→ 32
− 17.95
the proton and 26Si. The theoretical cross sections for the
Coulomb excitation of the various resonances are given in
Table III.
The full triple differential cross section [Eq. (7)] is used
to generate a distribution of breakup events by a Monte Carlo
simulation in the 27P rest system. Using relativistic kinematics
the four-momenta of the two breakup fragments, p and 26Si,
in the laboratory system are determined. They characterize
uniquely each breakup event. The theoretical event distribution
can be analyzed subsequently in the same way as experimental
data.
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
To measure the CD of 27P in complete kinematics, an
experiment was performed at the GSI Helmholtzzentrum fu¨r
Schwerionenforschung in Darmstadt, Germany. A schematic
view of the LAND-R3B setup used for the measurement
is shown in Fig. 4. The setup is similar to the description
in [24], however, a detailed explanation of the individual
detectors is outlined in the next sections. The setup comprises
several detectors allowing the identification and reconstruction
of the four-momentum of each individual particle on an
event-by-event basis.
A. Preparation of the 27P secondary beam
The 27P secondary beam was produced by fragmenting a
615.5 A MeV 36Ar primary beam impinging on a 4.19-g/
cm2 9Be target.
The 27P beam (t1/2 = 260 ms) was separated in flight
in the two-stage fragment-separator FRS [25] by the Bρ −
E − Bρ technique. The 27P ions reached the achromatic
end focus F8 of the FRS with an energy of 491.3A MeV.
Because of the finite momentum acceptance of the FRS
some contaminants with similar Bρ were also delivered to
the experimental station. These cocktail-beam species could,
however, uniquely be identified by means of their positions and
times of flight measured in two plastic scintillators located at
the dispersive midfocus of FRS F2, and at F8. In addition,
position, time-of-flight, and energy loss were also measured
in front of the secondary reaction target of the experimental
setup by scintillators and position-sensitive pin diodes (PSP);
see Fig. 4. The (x,y) measurements in the two PSP allowed
one to define the reaction vertex at the target.
The mixed beam was directed onto a secondary target
station located at the center of a 4π NaI array (Crystal
Ball, XB). A 515-mg/cm2 natPb target was used to induce
electromagnetic excitations allowing one to study the CD
of 27P. The measurement included also several runs with a
660-mg/cm2 12C target to study the nuclear-induced breakup.
Reactions in different sections of the beam line other than the
target were eliminated by subtracting properly scaled data files
taken without target.
B. Detection of 26Si breakup fragments
After the secondary reaction target, a double-sided Si
microstrip detector (DSSSD) was placed to measure the
position (x,y) and energy loss of the reaction products of
the CD of 27P ,26Si, and proton. To separate both breakup
fragments and measure their momenta, a large-area dipole
magnet (ALADIN) was used. Its magnetic field was chosen to
bend the 26Si fragments by 16.7 degrees and the protons by
31 degrees.
FIG. 4. Schematic view of the experimental setup used to detect CD of 27P in complete kinematics. The physical quantities measured with
the various detectors are indicated. Some technical details for the detectors are given in the text. The figure is adapted from Ref. [24].
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Tracking of 26Si was performed by two large-area
scintillating-fiber detectors (GFI) [26,27]. The GFI provide
horizontal position measurements (x) of fragments with high
precision. They cover an area of almost 50 × 50 cm2 and con-
sist of 475 thin and long (0.1 × 50 × 0.1 cm3) scintillator fibers
coupled to position-sensitive photomultiplier (PM) tubes.
A dedicated tracking algorithm was developed, which
accurately reconstructs the trajectory of each particle from the
hit positions measured in the DSSSD in front of and in the two
GFI behind ALADIN, resulting in a precise four-momentum
measurement for each fragment (see Sec. IV B).
Behind the GFI, a plastic-scintillator wall (PW f) provided
time, position, and energy-loss measurements of the different
heavy fragments. The wall consists of eight paddles (6 × 50 ×
0.5 cm3) in horizontal and eight identical paddles in vertical
direction, thus covering roughly 48 × 48 cm2 of active area.
All paddles are read out on both sides by PM tubes. Hits in
PW f were used for triggering.
C. Detection of breakup protons
Two multiwire drift chambers (DCH) were installed to
measure the positions of breakup protons behind ALADIN.
Each DCH covers an active area of 100 × 80 cm2. It consists
of an x and a y plane placed in a common housing. For each
plane, six layers of field wires define two layers of hexagonal
drift cells. Each individual drift cell has a diameter of ≈16 mm
and is read out via one sense wire in its center. There are
144 sense wires for detection in the x and 112 in the y
direction, adding up to 256 readout channels for each DCH.
The geometry and the operational parameters were optimized
to detect minimum-ionizing particles with an efficiency larger
than 95% and a spatial resolution better than 0.2 mm.
Behind the DCH, protons were registered in a large-area
plastic-scintillator wall (PW p) used also for triggering pur-
poses. The wall consists of 18 paddles (10 × 147 × 0.5 cm3)
mounted vertically and 14 paddles (189 × 10 × 0.5 cm3)
mounted horizontally. All paddles are read out on both sides
by PM tubes.
A similar tracking algorithm as the one used for the heavy
fragments was optimized to calculate the four-momenta of
the protons by reconstructing their trajectory from the vertex
position in the target and the two hits measured in the DCH
(see Sec. IV B). The intrinsic momentum resolution was
estimated to be p/p = 3 × 10−3 with the help of Monte
Carlo simulations.
D. Detection of coincident γ rays
Around the target a spherical 4π γ -ray detector (Crystal
Ball, XB [28]) was mounted to detect coincident γ rays from
the de-excitation of the reaction fragments. XB consists of
162 NaI(Tl) crystals, read out by PM tubes, forming a sphere
with a 25-cm inner radius. Each crystal covers the same solid
angle of 77 msr and has a thickness of 20 cm. The relatively
high granularity of XB allows for the correction of the Doppler
shift and broadening caused by the high velocities of the beam.
An add-back algorithm was developed to recover the total en-
ergy of γ rays Compton scattered from one crystal to another.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A. Incident 27P projectiles
To identify the incoming ions, the determination of their
nuclear charges and masses is needed. The ratio A/Z of a
fully stripped ion passing through a constant magnetic field B
can be expressed by
A/Z = e
uc
Bρ
βγ
, (9)
where e is the charge of the electron, u the atomic mass unit,
c the speed of light, and β and γ the usual relativistic velocity
parameters. The determination of A/Z of an ion requires one
to measure its velocity β, and its magnetic rigidity (Bρ). The
velocity is obtained through a time-of-flight measurement from
the FRS focusF8 to the POS detector and the known flight path,
provided by the positioning of the detectors; see Sec. III A. The
magnetic rigidity (Bρ) is obtained by correcting the nominal
rigidity (Bρ)0 of an ion traveling on the central trajectory of
the FRS by measured position deviations at the dispersive
midfocus of FRS, F2, and the achromatic end focus F8. (Bρ)0
is given by the actual magnet setting B, and the nominal radius
of the central trajectory ρ0.
With the measured velocity and magnetic rigidity of the ion,
the mass-over-charge ratio is obtained [Eq. (9)]. The charge
of each ion Z is calculated from the energy-loss measured in
the PSP (Fig. 4). Absolute calibrations of all detectors used
were performed by utilizing energy-loss and time-of-flight
measurements with primary beams at known energies in
combination with the ATIMA package for calibration of the
energy loss in the detector material [29,30]. The resulting
identification plot of the secondary beam impinging on the
secondary reaction target is shown in Fig. 5.
To focus on reactions with 27P only, a two-dimensional gate
was used to select the desired isotope in the incoming channel
(dashed contour in Fig. 5).
FIG. 5. Particle-identification plot of the secondary beam from
the FRS as derived from magnetic-rigidity, time-of-flight, and energy-
loss measurements. The two-dimensional gate used to select 27P is
indicated by the dashed contour line. The color scale is logarithmic.
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B. Tracking procedure
An important part of the analysis is the tracking procedure
of the outgoing 26S fragments and protons behind the target.
The aim of this procedure is to combine single hits in
individual detectors to one physically meaningful particle
trajectory with a certain mass, charge, and momentum. To
determine the four-momentum of each particle, the tracking
algorithm matches theoretically calculated trajectories with
the measured ones in an iterative procedure. First the tracker
algorithm determines positions and entrance angles before
the ALADIN magnet and calculates the theoretical trajectory,
starting with reasonable guess values for the momentum. From
this theoretical trajectory, hit positions in the detectors are
calculated and compared to the measured ones. The tracking
algorithm then repeats the procedure [31] with improved
momentum values until the deviations between measured
and calculated hits become minimal. In reality, the tracking
algorithm used works in “backward mode,” starting from the
last detector and tracking towards the target. Tracking in the
heavy-fragment branch is calibrated using the well-known
unreacted beam of 27P [32]. This tracking algorithm was
successfully used in other experiments [31,33].
C. Outgoing 26Si and proton ejectiles
To identify the CD reaction channel (26Si + proton),
coincidences between a 26Si ion in the heavy-fragment arm and
a proton in the proton arm behind the ALADIN magnet (see
Fig. 4) have to be selected. Figure 6 shows the identification
of different heavy fragments via energy-loss measurements
directly behind the target in the DSSSD and in the scintillator
wall PW f at the end of the setup. Several reaction products
can be clearly identified. A two-dimensional gate was used to
select the nuclei with Z = 14 (Si).
In combination with the tracking algorithm (see Sec. IV B),
the mass of each Si ion was inferred (Fig. 7). The mass
resolution in this case is 1.1%. In Fig. 7 it is noticeable that
FIG. 6. Energy loss measured in the two-layer double-sided Si
microstrip detector (DSSSD) behind the Pb target plotted versus the
energy loss in the plastic-scintillator wall (PW f). The color scale is
logarithmic.
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FIG. 7. Mass distribution of Si fragments detected behind the Pb
breakup target. Events have been selected with gates on 27P in front
of and on Z = 14 (Si) behind the target, in coincidence with a proton
in the proton arm.
the peak of 26Si overlaps with the peak of 25Si. However, the
contamination of 25Si in the 26Si peak is negligible (3.6%) if
we cut at mass number 25.5.
To select a breakup proton, the tracker requires that hits
in both DCH detectors and in PW p lie on a straight line.
This helps to distinguish the “good” protons stemming
from reactions in the target from the “bad” ones created in
windows, detector frames, air, and other layers of matter. As
Fig. 8 shows, the “good” protons show nicely correlated x
and y positions in both DCH detectors; only few events are
found off the diagonal.
Using these position measurements, the tracker algorithm
(see Sec. IV B) provided four-momenta of the protons. The
average intrinsic efficiency of the DCH was determined by
analyzing coincidences between the various detectors. The
average intrinsic one-proton detection efficiency of the proton
branch was determined to be 79(2)%, the error being purely
statistical.
The opening angle of the beam line downstream from
the target is around 80 mrad. Therefore, a correction for
acceptance cuts along the beam line is needed. To determine
the geometric acceptance of the experimental setup as a
function of the relative energy of the ejectiles, a simulation
package using the R3BROOT framework was used [34]. This
package permits one to simulate fragment and proton tracks
through the setup. A simple phase-space event generator was
employed to produce fragment and proton breakup events. The
geometric acceptance curve is presented in Fig. 9, showing a
quite flat behavior up to 3 MeV, followed by a constant decline
with increasing relative energy, mainly from increasing proton
losses in the y direction in the ALADIN magnet.
D. Evaluation of coincident γ rays
The radiative-capture cross section σγp can be calculated
from the CD one, σCD, only if the Coulomb-breakup reaction
feeds directly the 26Si ground state. Reactions passing through
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FIG. 8. Position correlations of tracked breakup protons on both
DCH detectors; top panel, correlation of x positions; bottom panel,
correlation of y positions. The empty spaces in the data originate from
broken wires in the DCH, which was taken care of in the simulation.
excited states in 26Si were detected by recording coincident
de-excitation γ rays in the crystal-ball γ -ray detector, XB.
Figure 10 shows the γ -ray sum spectrum up to 4 MeV
measured in coincidence with 26Si fragments and protons
stemming from 27P breakup in the natPb target.
In Fig. 10, the experimental data are compared to the
simulated response of XB. For this purpose, the simulation
package R3BROOT [34] was employed, which contains the
full geometrical information about the XB and allows one to
fully simulate the photon interactions. The detected γ rays are
mostly from atomic processes occurring in the relatively thick
natPb target. A peaklike structure at an energy of ≈0.6 MeV
visible in the simulation as well as in the atomic-background
distribution has no physical meaning. It results from the fact
that two groups of XB crystals with different energy thresholds
were used.
About 26% of the events shown in Fig. 10 originate from
excited states in 26Si. These γ rays contribute at energies
above ≈ 1 MeV in Fig. 10. The following states have been
considered: 1.797 MeV, 2.787 MeV, 3.337 MeV, 3.757 MeV,
3.842 MeV, 4.140 MeV, 4.446 MeV, 4.811 MeV [35].
The same simulation with R3BROOT was used to estimate
the average efficiency of XB. The efficiency had to be averaged
over all γ -ray energies because of the overlap of the γ lines.
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FIG. 9. Geometric acceptance of the experimental setup obtained
by Monte Carlo simulations.
The efficiency was determined to be 83(5)%, the error being
purely statistical.
E. Invariant-mass spectra
To extract spectroscopic information on 27P, the invariant-
mass method was used. Using the mass mf of 26Si and the
proton mass mp the proton-26Si relative energy (equal to the
27P excitation energy) is given by
Er =
√
m2f + γf γpmfmp(1 − βf βp cos θfp) − (mf + mp),
(10)
FIG. 10. Reconstructed γ -ray spectrum from the Crystal Ball for
the reaction 27P → 26Si + proton in a natPb target (black circles).
The red histogram represents a simulation of the XB response, made
with the R3BROOT package. The dashed histogram marks the atomic
background (see text for details).
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where γf,p is the Lorentz factor for the heavy fragment and the
proton, βf,p the velocities, and θfp the opening angle between
the proton and 26Si. Using this equation the relative-energy
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FIG. 11. Invariant-mass spectra for 27P impinging on (a) a natPb
target, (b) a 12C target, and (c) an empty target frame.
spectra for each target were obtained (Fig. 11). To select only
the reaction to the ground state of 26Si, relative-energy spectra
for excited states were created using a one-dimensional gate
in the XB γ -ray spectrum (Fig. 10) assuming that all events
with γ -ray energies above 1.4 MeV were connected with
excited states in 26Si. Next these relative-energy spectra for
excited states were corrected by the average XB efficiency and
subtracted.
Figure 11 shows the relative-energy spectra resulting from
direct feeding of the ground state.
In this figure, the solid circles with error bars represent the
experimental data. The solid curve in the Pb-target spectrum
(a) represents the result of a fit with five components: four
resonances and a direct-capture component (dotted curves).
The free parameters for the fit to the Pb-target spectrum
are the heights and positions of the four peaks and the
amplitude of the distribution for the direct-capture component.
The widths of the peaks were fixed to the experimental
resolutions, under the assumption that their natural widths are
much smaller. For the direct-capture component the theoretical
prediction of the shape was used (Sec. II D). For the carbon-
target (b) and the empty-target spectrum (c) the free parameters
were only the heights of the peaks and the amplitude of the
direct-capture component. The positions and widths of the
peaks were taken from fitting the Pb spectrum because of
the much better statistics. The peak energies for the Pb-target
spectrum were also used to slightly rescale the energy axes of
the carbon- and empty-target spectra.
To disentangle nuclear contributions from the electromag-
netic excitations induced in the natPb target, the data taken
with 12C target were scaled and subtracted from the Pb-target
data set (see Ref. [36]). The nuclear contribution turns out
to be relatively small (around 14%). To treat background
contributions from layers of matter other than the target
properly, data taken with an empty target frame have also been
subtracted from the data set. Because of very poor statistics
in particular in the empty-target run, the fitted curves of the
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FIG. 12. Invariant-mass spectrum for the CD of 27P feeding di-
rectly the ground state of 26Si. Nuclear and empty-target contributions
have been subtracted (see text).
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TABLE IV. Relative energies and excitation energies of low-lying resonances in 27P. Excitation energies from the present work were
calculated using the proton binding energy of 870(26) keV given by Ref. [9].
Present Jung et al. [12] Togano et al. [8] Gade et al. [11] Caggiano et al. [4]
Er (MeV) Eexc (MeV) Eexc (MeV) Eexc (MeV) Eexc (MeV) Eexc (MeV)
0.267(20) 1.137(33) 1.176(32) 1.120(8) 1.199(19)
0.722(56) 1.592(62) 1.666(42) 1.631(19)
1.060(170) 1.930(172) 2.23(10)
2.012(76) 2.882(80) 2.880(29) 3.06(9)
carbon- and empty-target spectra [full lines in Figs. 11(b)
and 11(c)] have been used for the subtraction instead of the
experimental histograms.
Figure 12 shows the background-subtracted relative-
energy-differential spectrum for 27P for pure Coulomb dis-
sociation.
The solid circles represent the experimental data. The solid
curve represents the result of a fit with five components. The
fitting procedure is the same as the one described above. The
free parameters for the fit were the heights of the peaks and
the amplitude of the direct-capture component. The positions
of the peaks were taken from the fitting of the Pb-target
spectrum, where peaks 1, 2, and 4 are well defined; the
widths of the peaks were fixed to the experimental resolutions.
The four resonances and a direct-capture component can be
distinguished. Table IV lists the results of the relative energies
and excitation energies for the states observed in this study
together with previously reported results [4,8,11,12]. The
present results are in agreement with previous data within
the range of uncertainties.
In Table V the CD cross sections σCD populating the
resonances in 27P are shown. The given uncertainties are
purely statistical; the common systematic uncertainty is 6%.
The systematic error includes the uncertainties of the detector
efficiencies and the target thicknesses.
The CD cross section up to 4 MeV of relative energy
of the direct-breakup component, which corresponds to the
inverse process of the direct proton capture in the 26Si(p,γ )27P
reaction, was calculated to be 19.2(2.3) mb.
F. Monte Carlo simulation
A Monte Carlo simulation was made to compare the
theoretical predictions to the experimental data. A theoretical
input file (see Sec. II D) containing 500 000 “events” was sent
through the experimental setup (Fig. 4) using the R3BROOT
framework [34]. To simulate the penetration of the particles
through the different materials, GEANT3 and GEANT4 data
bases were utilized. The outgoing simulated data were tracked
with the experimental tracking algorithm. In this way, the
theoretical “events” were analyzed exactly in the same way
as the experimental ones. When comparing the widths of the
peaks fitted to the simulated data to those of the experimental
resonance peaks (see Fig. 12), we found that the peaks in
the experiment were broader than predicted by the detector
resolution and the straggling contribution. We attribute this
to uncertainties in the detector positions in combination with
the tracking algorithm. Additional Gaussian broadening was
therefore added in the simulation to match the widths of the
experimental peaks.
Figure 13 shows the comparison between the experimental
data (from Fig. 12, solid circles with error bars) and the
theoretical predictions (histogram). The full curves denote
peaks fitted to the histogram, where the peak positions were
taken from the experiment. The red dashed curves and the
long-dashed sum curve represent the experimental results
taken from Fig. 12. Note that the strength of the fourth
resonance at Er = 2.01 MeV (Eexc = 2.882 MeV) was scaled
down by a factor of 0.425 to match the experimental cross
section.
V. DISCUSSION
A comparison of the final data from the present experiment
to those from the other study of the 27P Coulomb breakup
by Togano et al. [8] shows that the statistics of our results is
comparable to or even better than that of Ref. [8]. This can
be seen by comparing Fig. 11(a) with the equivalent Fig. 3 in
Ref. [8], both taken with a Pb target and shown with identical
bin width. Three peaks at Er ≈ 0.27,0.72, and 2.01 MeV can
be clearly identified in both spectra.
Our evidence for the peak at Er ≈ 1 MeV is less convinc-
ing; its existence is, however, suggested by both the width of
TABLE V. CD cross sections σCD through the four lowest-lying resonances in 27P.
Er (MeV) Eexc (MeV) Transition Multipolarity σCD−exp (mb) σCD−theo (mb)
0.267(20) 1.137 12
+
gs
→ 32
+
1 M1 + E2 3.3(1.7) 3.8
0.722(56) 1.592 12
+
gs
→ 52
+
1 E2 3.5(3.1) 5.6
1.060(170) 1.930 12
+
gs
→ 52
+
2 E2 9.7(3.0) 6.0
2.012(76) 2.882 12
+
gs
→ 32
−
E1 7.6(1.9) 17.9*
*In the simulation normalized to the experimental data.
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FIG. 13. Comparison between the experimental invariant-mass
spectrum (solid circles with error bars) and a simulated one using
the theoretical predictions (histogram). The solid curves represent
Gaussian peaks fitted to the histogram. The red dashed curves and
their sum curve (long dashed) result from fits to the experimental
data. Note that in the simulation the strength of the fourth resonance
at Er = 2.01 MeV was scaled down to match the experimental cross
section.
the second peak in Fig. 11(a) and the levels found in the mirror
nucleus, 27Mg (see Fig. 1). We find this resonance at an energy
of Er = 1.06(17) MeV compared to Er = 1.37(10) MeV
reported in Ref. [8]. As expected, our spectrum shows a more
pronounced nonresonant direct-capture component, which
accounts for all of the counts recorded between 3 and 4 MeV
of relative energy in Fig. 11(a). Note that the shape of this
component was taken from the theoretical model described in
Sec. II C; only the amplitude was scaled to the data.
The Gaussian peak fits to the data in Fig. 11(a) define to
a large extent the resonance energies listed in column 2 of
Table IV. We note in particular the good agreement of our
energy value of the first resonance with the precise value
measured by Gade et al. [11] by γ -ray spectroscopy. The
fourth resonance that we locate at 2.882(80) MeV deserves a
special comment. In the proton-elastic-scattering experiment
of Jung et al., a 7/2+ resonance was found at 2.880(29) MeV
[12]. Such a resonance cannot be reached by CD from the
1/2+ g.s. of 27P. We have therefore discussed this aspect
with the principal author of Ref. [12], H. S. Jung, leading to
a re-evaluation of the R matrix fits to the elastic-scattering
cross sections. Jung observed that the quality of the fits
deteriorated only insignificantly if a 3/2− assignment was
chosen for the 2.88-MeV resonance instead of 7/2+, contrary
to other choices (3/2+, 5/2+), which lead to a much larger
χ2 value. In Ref. [12], a negative-parity resonance was not
considered because none was known in the mirror nucleus
27Mg at this energy. Negative-parity states do not show up in
shell-model calculations, neither in Ref. [12] nor in Ref. [8],
because they were performed in the sd-shell-model space,
which yield only positive-parity states. Based on the discussion
of the new R-matrix fits by Jung, we tend to equate our fourth
resonance peak with the 2.88-MeV 3/2− level excited in the
proton-elastic-scattering experiment of Ref. [12] at exactly
the same energy. We consider this as the first experimental
evidence for a low-lying negative-parity intruder state in 27P.
The comparatively good statistics presented in Fig. 11(a)
deteriorates considerably when we correct for reactions
from nuclear interactions, measured with a 12C target [see
Fig. 11(b)], as well as for reactions in layers of matter
other than the target [see Fig. 11(c)]. In particular the latter
experiment suffers from insufficient statistics. The resulting
invariant-mass spectrum for pure Coulomb interactions lead-
ing to the 26Si (g.s.) (Fig. 12) is therefore characterized by large
error bars and no pronounced peak structure, which is reflected
in the large errors of the experimental CD cross sections, listed
in column 5 of Table V. For the first 3/2+ resonance the
corresponding theoretical value (column 6 of Table V) is in
very good agreement. For the following two unresolved 5/2+
resonances, the theory predicts a smaller value for the second
and a larger one for the third resonance, while in experiment
the cross sections behave in the opposite way. However, the
sum of both experimental and theoretical cross sections agree
well again. A 3/2− assignment to the fourth resonance leads to
a strong E1 transition and a correspondingly large theoretical
CD cross section of 17.9 mb, clearly much larger than the
experimental cross section of only 7.6(1.9) mb. A 3/2+(5/2+)
assignment would lead to a theoretical cross section of 5.2(7.8)
mb, but both assignments are in conflict with the poor R-matrix
fits of Ref. [12] mentioned above. We postulate therefore
a reduction in strength by a factor of 0.425 for the fourth
resonance and keep the 3/2− assignment.
VI. THERMONUCLEAR REACTION RATE
The role played by the 26Si(p,γ )27P reaction in a thermonu-
clear reaction network depends on the total reaction rate,
NA〈σv〉tot =
∑
i
NA〈σv〉resi + NA〈σv〉dc, (11)
which is the sum of all rates of narrow resonances plus
the direct-capture component. For a narrow resonance, the
thermonuclear reaction rate can be approximated via [37]
NA〈σv〉resi = 1.54 × 1011(AT9)−3/2(ωγ )e−11.605Er/T9 , (12)
with A being the reduced massed of the (26Si +p) system and
T9 the temperature in GK; ωγ denotes the resonance strength,
and Er the resonance energy in keV. The resonance strength
ωγ was defined in Eq. (5). We emphasize that for the dominant
first 3/2+1 resonance our measurement is sensitive only to
the small E2 component, so that the resonance strength is
largely defined by the M1 component calculated theoretically
in Sec. II C. The resonance energy of this state is most precisely
given by the γ -ray energy of Eγ = 1120(8) keV measured
in Ref. [11] and the Q value of 870(26) keV (Ref. [9])
yielding Er = 250(27) keV, in good agreement with our value
of 267(20) keV and the one used in the compilation of Iliadis
et al. [5] of 259(28) keV. The partial proton and γ widths of
the first resonance in Ref. [5] have been adapted to match the
mirror nucleus or have been newly calculated. Generally, they
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are in reasonable agreement with our extracted partial widths
within a factor of 4. These and all other resonance parameters
needed to calculate the reaction rates are listed in Table IV.
The second term in Eq. (11), the direct-capture reaction rate,
is directly related to the astrophysical S factor, S(E) [Eq. (6)].
As can be seen from Fig. 2 the S factor is a relatively slowly
varying function of energy outside the narrow resonances. In
this case, the direct-capture component can be calculated using
an effective S-factor Seff derived in [37] with
Seff ≈ S(0)
(
1 + 0.1 T
1/3
9(
Z21Z
2
2A
)1/3
)
, (13)
with S(0) being the S factor at E = 0, and Z1,2 the cor-
responding charges of the interacting particles. With this
approximation, the direct-capture reaction rate is then given
by the expression,
NA〈σv〉dc = 7.83 × 109
(
Z1Z2
A
)1/3
T
−2/3
9 × S(0)
× exp(−4.25T −1/39 (Z21Z22A)1/3).
As mentioned above, the high-energy part of our relative-
energy spectrum, Fig. 12, yields S(0) = 35.9 keV b, very close
to the value of S(0) = 36.3 keV b calculated in Ref. [22], but
only two-thirds of the value of 54.5 keV b used in Ref. [5].
The discrepancy is much larger, however, with the value of
S(0) = 87(11) keV b extracted from a measurement of the
asymptotic normalization coefficient for the mirror nucleus
27Mg [21].
Using the equations given above the thermonuclear reaction
rates can be calculated, they are shown in Table VI and Fig. 14.
Figure 14(a) shows the single resonance contributions and
the direct-capture component of the total reaction rate in the
temperature window 0.01 < T9 < 2 GK. Clearly, proton cap-
ture into the first 3/2+ resonance dominates the reaction rate
under typical nova conditions. The direct-capture component
is negligible when the temperature exceeds 0.06 GK. All
higher-lying resonances contribute only a minor fraction to
the total reaction rate below 2 GK.
In Fig. 14(b) the total reaction rates of this work are shown
by the ±1σ -uncertainty band, in comparison with similar data
from the compilation by Iliadis et al. [5] and the work of
Togano et al. [8]. We display in Fig. 14(c) the same data
as ratios normalized to our results. The main contribution
to the overall uncertainty in our data stems from the errors
of the resonance energies, which enter exponentially into the
total rate. Our suggested rate is in excellent agreement with
the evaluated rate from the Iliadis et al. [5] compilation.
The agreement is not so good with the data published by
Togano et al. [8]. Here, the two rates differ considerably in the
important temperature range. We believe that this is mainly
because of a discrepancy in the extracted excitation energy
and the spectroscopic strength of the first resonance. The
excitation energy extracted by Togano et al. of 1176(32) keV
is in agreement, within uncertainty, with our value of 1137(33)
keV, however, it is not in agreement with the measurement by
Gade et al. of 1120(8) keV. In addition, the resonance strength
of Togano et al. for the first resonance is a factor of 3 larger
TABLE VI. The thermonuclear reaction rate for 26Si(p,γ )27P
from this work. The units are cm3mol−1s−1. The 1σ uncertainties
are given.
T9 [GK] NA〈σv〉total NA〈σv〉low NA〈σv〉high
0.01 1.10 × 10−39 5.52 × 10−40 2.21 × 10−39
0.02 9.49 × 10−30 4.74 × 10−30 1.90 × 10−29
0.03 6.15 × 10−25 3.08 × 10−25 1.23 × 10−24
0.04 6.61 × 10−22 3.31 × 10−22 1.32 × 10−21
0.05 9.43 × 10−20 4.71 × 10−20 2.09 × 10−19
0.06 4.40 × 10−18 2.06 × 10−18 1.11 × 10−16
0.07 4.39 × 10−16 4.32 × 10−17 4.34 × 10−14
0.08 7.44 × 10−14 1.03 × 10−15 3.91 × 10−12
0.09 4.56 × 10−12 6.58 × 10−14 1.27 × 10−10
0.10 1.21 × 10−10 2.76 × 10−12 2.02 × 10−09
0.15 2.02 × 10−06 2.07 × 10−07 7.17 × 10−06
0.20 2.30 × 10−04 5.03 × 10−05 3.76 × 10−04
0.30 2.19 × 10−02 1.02 × 10−02 2.26 × 10−02
0.40 1.88 × 10−01 9.63 × 10−02 1.89 × 10−01
0.50 6.33 × 10−01 2.57 × 10−01 6.65 × 10−01
0.60 1.35 × 10+00 4.71 × 10−01 1.51 × 10+00
0.70 2.25 × 10+00 7.01 × 10−01 2.65 × 10+00
0.80 3.20 × 10+00 9.19 × 10−01 3.98 × 10+00
0.90 4.13 × 10+00 1.11 × 10+00 5.39 × 10+00
1.00 4.99 × 10+00 1.28 × 10+00 6.80 × 10+00
1.50 8.02 × 10+00 1.89 × 10+00 1.28 × 10+01
2.00 1.05 × 10+01 2.85 × 10+00 1.84 × 10+01
2.50 1.56 × 10+01 5.60 × 10+00 2.87 × 10+01
3.00 2.68 × 10+01 1.20 × 10+01 5.00 × 10+01
4.00 8.03 × 10+01 4.25 × 10+01 1.49 × 10+02
5.00 1.90 × 10+02 1.04 × 10+02 3.54 × 10+02
6.00 3.70 × 10+02 2.03 × 10+02 6.95 × 10+02
7.00 6.28 × 10+02 3.40 × 10+02 1.19 × 10+03
8.00 9.70 × 10+02 5.20 × 10+02 1.86 × 10+03
9.00 1.40 × 10+03 7.43 × 10+02 2.71 × 10+03
10.00 1.93 × 10+03 1.01 × 10+03 3.75 × 10+03
than our measurement suggests, which is because of a different
model calculation of the M1 component (see Table II). This
small deviation in the resonance strength is enhanced by the
difference in the excitation energy. At temperatures above
0.3 GK all three reaction rates shown in Figs. 14(b) and 14(c)
are in good agreement.
Iliadis et al. [38] have investigated the production of 26Al
in heavy stars based on the reaction rate compilation [5]
contained in STARLIB [7]. The good agreement between our
reaction rate and that of the compilation gives additional
confidence in the conclusions of Ref. [38]: It turns out that
all relevant 26Al production mechanisms proceed somewhat
close to β stability and are thus largely independent of the
26Si(p,γ )27P reaction rates. This is true irrespective of whether
thermal equilibrium between the ground and isomeric states
of 26Al is assumed or not [38].
VII. SUMMARY
In summary we have extracted the low-lying level
scheme and the corresponding resonance strengths of 27P
using Coulomb breakup of 27P at 500 MeV/nucleon with
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FIG. 14. Calculated thermonuclear reaction rates (a) The single-
resonance and direct-capture contributions from this work; (b) the
±1σ -uncertainty bands of the total reaction rates from this work
(shaded band) in comparison with those from Togano et al. ([8], short
dashed), and Iliadis et al. ([5], long dashed); (c) ratios of the Togano
et al. [8] and the Iliadis et al. [5] reaction rates divided by those of
the present work.
the ALADIN-LAND setup of the GSI Helmholtzzentrum
fu¨r Schwerionenforschung in Darmstadt, Germany. For the
energies of the two lowest resonances, we find good agreement
with previously published data. We locate the third resonance
0.3 MeV lower than a similar CD study performed at 54.2 A
MeV [8]. We find experimental evidence for a negative-parity
3/2− intruder state at an excitation energy of 2882(80) keV, in
agreement with re-evaluated results from Ref. [12]. Detailed
theoretical calculations of the CD cross sections with the
CDXS+ code, based on a simple potential model, yield predic-
tions that are in overall good agreement with our data. Based on
our data we derive a zero-energyS factor ofS(0) = 35.9 keV b,
which is in very good agreement with a previous shell-model
calculation by Herndl et al. [22]. It disagrees, however, by
a factor of 2.5 with S(0) = 87(11) keV b extracted from a
measurement of the asymptotic normalization coefficient for
the mirror nucleus 27Mg [21].
Astrophysically, we calculate thermonuclear reaction rates
which agree well within uncertainties with the currently
suggested rates given in the REACLIB [6] and STARLIB [7]
compilations. Under nova conditions the rate is mainly
determined by capture into the first 3/2+ resonance. Contrary
to naive expectations, however, the 26Si(p,γ )27P reaction is
irrelevant for the question how much 26Al is produced in the
galaxy.
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